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Hello Katie,

Goodbye summer! Hello fall! We are down to the last open water swims of the season in Colorado and
the leaves will soon be changing. This is the perfect time to reflect on what your goals might be heading
into short course meters season. Do you need time to recover from a busy summer? Are you feeling
motivated after a successful open water season? Are you looking for a challenge for your workouts?

Whatever your personal goals may be, remember to make them SMART! Specific -- Measurable --
Attainable -- Relevant -- Time-Bound.

Happy Swimming!
Katie Glenn
COMSA Secretary

Upcoming
Events

OPEN WATER SWIM RACES

Horsetooth Swims 1.2M/2.4M/10K
September 10, 2023
Horsetooth Reservoir
Link to Race Information
The Horsetooth Swim offers a 10% discount for COMSA members. Use the
Promo code "COMSA2023" to get the discount.  

VIRTUAL SWIM RACES

2023 USMS 5K/10K Virtual Championships
Through September 15, 2023
Virtual online challenge

For a listing of events around the country, you can always check out USMS's
Calendar of Events.

Coming Soon: COMSA Member Survey
We Want to Hear from You! 

Watch your email over the next few weeks for a COMSA Member Survey. We’d like to learn a little more
about COMSA members to ensure we are providing you with an exceptional swimming experience and a
variety of events that best meet your needs.  

We are aiming for as much participation as possible, so all survey respondents will be eligible to enter a
drawing to win one of 3 gift cards to help offset the costs of your swimming addiction!  

Thank you in advance for sharing your feedback with us – and see you at the pool! 
Barb Martin 
COMSA Fitness Chair
orpiment@comcast.net 

https://www.horsetoothswim.com/
https://www.usms.org/events
mailto:orpiment@comcast.net


Go Loooong with the USMS 2023 5K/10K Virtual
Championships

The 2023 USMS 5K/10K Virtual Championships run from
May 15-September 15. Swimmers compete a 5K or 10K
swim (or both) in a long course pool and submit their
times to be eligible for age group awards, relay awards,
or simply the satisfaction of completing this impressive
endurance event. Cash prizes will be awarded to the top
3 clubs, nationwide, with the most participants. Individual
registration is $15, relay registration $20. Learn more and
register.

The 5K/10K Virtual Championships is a long course
event – and while long course is the summertime norm
for club swimmers and Olympians, alike, the seemingly
endless length of the 50 meter lanes can be intimidating
to many newer swimmers. However, a little practice,
patience – and these tips from USMS – can help make
the transition easier!

See you at the pool!
Barb Martin

COMSA Fitness Chair orpiment@comcast.net

Does Cross-Training with Running or Biking
Help Swimming?

Running, biking, and a host of other cross-
training activities can all improve your
swimming

If your coach has been encouraging cross-training, you might be
wondering what that is and whether it’s something you really
need to do to improve your swimming.

Cross-training means engaging in an activity that’s different from
your primary sport as a training tool to boost your performance in
the first sport. “Cross-training is good because it shocks the system,” says Dr. Robert Jacobs, assistant
professor of human physiology and nutrition at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. “We’re
creatures of habit,” he continues. “Our biology can outsmart us in that we adapt so specifically to a very
certain stimulus.”

This can become problematic in that, while swimming nearly every day for your whole adult life is far
better than being sedentary, if that’s the only activity you’re engaging in, “it leads to the development of
muscle imbalances in later life,” Jacobs says. “Most musculoskeletal injuries – I would estimate 80% or
more – are because of muscle imbalances.”

But shaking up your workout routine by adding a new discipline can help balance out those issues and
keep you from stagnating in your quest for improvement.

Cross-training can also provide a lot of cardiovascular fitness benefits without adding risk of injury from
just more swimming and the repetitive movements that brings. For example, if your shoulders feel shot
towards the end of the racing season, your coach may advise you to take some time away from the pool
and increase your volume of cross-training to give yourself some time for your swimming-specific muscles
to recover without losing fitness.

Cross-training can also offer fabulous health benefits, particularly as you age. Jacobs says that cross-
training is a great idea for swimming for a range of reasons, not least of which is the time we spend in a
low-gravity environment—aka the water. Working against gravity pays dividends for bone health.

“Swimming is not weight-bearing,” Jacobs says, so if you’re someone who works out with your Masters
club four to six times a week and never does any exercise on land, you could really benefit from engaging



in something that requires you to bear your own body weight while moving, such as walking or running.

That’s because weight-bearing exercises help maintain bone density, which can delay the onset or stall
the progress of osteopenia or osteoporosis later in life, Jacobs explains. “Muscle contraction is good for
maintaining bone density—it’s the second-best force to do so. But really, gravity’s number one.”

Engaging your body to move against the pull of gravity—which is greatly reduced when you’re floating in
water—can do wonders for keeping your bones strong and healthy as you age.

Dancing, aerobics, and elliptical training are also weight-bearing activities that can help you build strong
bones and muscles while providing a great cardiovascular workout.

Cycling is good for boosting cardiovascular output and it’s great for building strong leg muscles. But it’s
not weight-bearing. Still, it’s an excellent option to balance out the muscle development swimming
provides for the upper body by putting more emphasis on working the big muscles in the lower body.
Those muscles burn a lot of calories, so if you’re looking to manage your weight, cycling can be a good
option.

Walking, running, and cycling are great for building general overall fitness, but some sports help you
target the muscles you use most in swimming—these activities fall under the umbrella of sport-specific
cross-training. Rowing is one such sport that has a lot of direct translation to swimming and is a fabulous
way of building cardiovascular capacity and sport-specific strength for swimming.

Climbing, whether at a climbing gym, up a cliff face, or with a Jacobs Ladder machine (that’s the
treadmill-style ladder climber where you can endlessly climb upward) also offers a full-body workout that
provides sport-specific conditioning for swimmers, Jacobs says.

In addition to boosting your bone density and strength overall, cross-training using modalities that
increase flexibility are also a good idea for swimmers. This is where practices like yoga and Pilates come
in.

Pilates in particular can be a great way to cross-train, says Bob Fernald, a Great Bay Masters member
who coaches swimming and Pilates in New Hampshire. Pilates—a strength and flexibility-building
protocol developed in the 1920s by Joseph Pilates that shares some similarities to yoga—targets building
core strength and offers swimmers “an enhanced understanding of what the functional core muscles are”
Fernald says.

This provides a subsequent understanding of “what position you want them to be in” and control over
moving them as you need to propel yourself forward. The core is a key component to swimming fast, and
when you can truly harness the power you possess in the center of your body, you’ll find you can swim
longer and faster with less energy expenditure.

Yoga and its emphasis on breath work is fabulous for helping you build lung capacity for that final sprint.
It’s also good for developing the mindfulness to stay calm when racing or in the scrum at an open water
turn buoy.

Lastly, Jacobs notes that although some people might think of weightlifting or resistance training as
cross-training, he thinks these disciplines should be viewed as part and parcel of being a swimmer. “For
me, that’s associated training,” meaning that it’s not a separate discipline, but rather the complete
extension of swim training. “Depending on how serious you are in the sport, resistance training is the
opposite side of the same coin swimming would be on really. Personally, I don’t even consider resistance
training cross-training, I would consider that a part of training. That’s your core training,” he says.

Across all these options, the key to cross-training is to find a modality you enjoy that you’ll be willing to
engage in often. In the end, Jacobs says whatever cross-training activity you like best is probably your
best bet because if you enjoy it, you’re more likely to engage with it consistently. And “things like
resistance training will help minimize imbalances and help maintain sport-specific and non-sport-specific
strength and are just invaluable from a metabolic standpoint going through life. I tell my students to ‘get
muscle on your body’ almost any way you can because it’s so important,” Jacobs concludes.

by Elaine K Howley
August 1, 2023
USMS.org

Do you have interests or ideas for the next newsletter? Let us know!

COMSA To Reimburse Club/Workout Group Registration Fees for

mailto:sixfourgirl@hotmail.com


Clubs/Workout Groups of 10+ Swimmers

COMSA's Executive Board voted and approved that COMSA pay the 2024 club/workout group
registration fees for all clubs/workout groups with a 2023 membership of 10 or more swimmers.

Club/workout groups with less than 10 members, should contact the COMSA Chair for reimbursement
requests.
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